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President’s Message
 Shocked, sad and concerned, we heard the news that the much anticipated DXpedition
to Bouvet Island was over before it got started. Prolonged bad weather, heavy seas and,
ultimately, a faulty engine lead to the cancellation of this long awaited project. As of this
writing the team, in good spirits, is heading to Cape Town, SA. Just averaging 6 knots
(that’s slow) and relying on just one engine, it’s a struggle. A tug has been dispatched to
meet them. They are safe and that is the most important thing to consider. There will be
other days. Thank you to the Bouvet team for a valiant effort. Come home safe!
Meanwhile there will be other DXpeditions to look out for in the coming months.
Have you completed your copy of the latest “Survey Monkey”? We’ve sent out a
questionnaire to each member asking a few basic questions on the subject of NCDXC
meeting times & locations. In an effort to provide the best meeting environment to
our fellow members we’ve asked what you think on several topics. If you have not
completed yours, please take a moment to share your thoughts. It is greatly appreciated.
We had so much fun (and profited) last year that we will have another Club sponsored
day at the DeAnza Electronics Flea Market. Here is another chance for you to clean out
those closets and garages to make room for new gear! Our projected date is Saturday,
May 12th. We will provide for a small number of lots, you just bring your gear and have a
great time. Let us know; space will be limited.
Time is running out to make your nominations for this year’s MOTY, DOTY and
W6OL awards. We will present the Member of the Year, DXer of the Year and
Dr. William Howard Meyers awards at the IDXC in April. I’m sure you want to
nominate someone to be recognized for their contributions. DEADLINE is FEBRUARY
16th!
Get your submissions to Awards Chair, Rich Seifert KE1B at: ke1b@richseifert.com.

We’ve just wrapped up our first-ever Elmer Project; a comprehensive training program
designed to help students with HF operations, Station Building, DXing and Preparation
for the General Class License.. I want to thank: Mike K6MKF, Jim K8JRK, Dick
K6PBF,
Bob W6OPO, George N6NKT, Sheryl WW6G, Steve N6SJ, Kristen K6WX, Russ,
K6KLY, Lucas W6AER and John K6YP for giving so generously of their time and
making this program a First Class offering to the Amateur Radio Community. For those of
you interested in any of the program recordings can still find them on our web site. Soon
these recordings will be posted to YouTube as well.
I’ll see you on the 15th. We’ll be entertained by Paul Zander AA6PZ with his
presentation
on “Directional Antennas”.
73 de,

Secretary’s Corner
Send in your Shack Reports, items for sale, or other items for the DXer by the 10th of the month
to have them included in that month’s newsletter. Please update your contact list to my new
email: Art.N6MFT@gmail.com Welcome new members voted in at the last meeting. Peri Frantz,
KI6SLX, Robert Feldtman W5RF, Mai Temraz KD9CJN, and Walaa Temraz KM6FDI.
73’ de,

Next Meeting
Date: Thursday, February 15, 2018 Time: 5:00 PM Socialize, 6:00 PM Dinner, 7:00 PM
Meeting starts. Location: Holder's Country Inn; 998 S. De Anza Boulevard; San Jose, CA
95129
For WebEX go to WWW.NCDXC.ORG, click on the MEETINGS button on the left side of
the page. At the next screen scroll down and click on the link directly under the line that says,
“Join WebEx Meeting.” When you join the meeting on WebEx, please include your first name
and call sign when you log into the meeting.
Program for this month: Paul Zander AA6PZ will be discussing “Directional Antennas”

Shack Reports

I had to retire to be able to operate during the week to snag ZS8Z Marion Island on 40 Meters
SSB to get my Honor Roll plaque. It can be done with a very long call… Just a few more for
TOP. Living in a motel during the week sucks for DX. The other present is my new ICOM
IC-7610 transceiver. It seems to work great and I’m still reading the many manuals.
Bill Maurer
WB6JJJ

Gary K6DXX
Thanks to Russ (k6kly), Reg (K6ssj) , and a couple of workers I now have my
Hy-Gain Exp-14 with the 40m kit mounted on my roof tower. This was done in 1.5
hrs super bowl Sunday finishing about 11:15 am - plenty of time to watch the
game!

Propagation de K7RA


ZCZC AP05
QST de W1AW
Propagation Forecast Bulletin 5 ARLP005
From Tad Cook, K7RA
Seattle, WA February 2, 2018
To all radio amateurs
SB PROP ARL ARLP005
ARLP005 Propagation de K7RA
Low solar activity continues. There were no sunspots seen from
January 20-29, and the sunspot number was 13 on January 30-31, but
back to 0 on February 1. Average daily solar flux declined
marginally from 70 to 69.1.
Predicted solar flux is 70 on February 2, 71 on February 3-8, 70 on
February 9-22, 69 on February 23 to March 4, 70 on March 5-18.
Predicted planetary A index is 5 on February 2-3, 10 and 8 on
February 4-5, 5 on February 6-8, then 8, 12 and 8 on February 9-11,
5 on February 12-14, then 8, 12, 8, 10, 5, 8, 10 and 8 on February
15-22, 5 on February 23 to March 2, 8 on March 3-4, 5 on March 5-7,
then 8, 12 and 8 on March 8-10, 5 on March 11-13, then 8, 12, 8, 10
and 5 on March 14-18.
Geomagnetic activity forecast for the period February 2-28, 2018
from F.K. Janda, OK1HH.
"Geomagnetic field will be:
Quiet on February 2, 5-8, 12-14, 20
Mostly quiet on February 3, 9, 17, 23, 25-27
Quiet to unsettled on February 11, 16, 18-19, 21-22
Quiet to active on February 4, 10, 15, 24, 28
Active to disturbed-not anticipated
"Amplifications of the solar wind from coronal holes are expected on
February 5-6, 9-12, 18-19, 27-28
"Remark:
- Parenthesis means lower probability of activity enhancement.
- With regard to ongoing changes, current forecasts are even less reliable."
Joe Flamini, W4BXJ of White Hall, Virginia wrote on January 29:
"So, I usually leave the 10-meter rig scanning in the shack, and
it's usually quiet. So much so, in fact, that I forget it's there.

Imagine my surprise to hear a couple of ZLs talking mobile-to-mobile
at about 1500 GMT on January 27. I reached out and had a 45-second
QSO with them both before the link faded. That'll never happen
again!"
I checked back with Joe, and he told me it all happened so fast he
didn't log their call signs, but they were both mobile in the
Christchurch area, and I estimate the short path distance at about
8,800 miles.
The latest from Dr. Tamitha Skov can be seen at,
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iG9cMZnTp1Y .
Jeff Hartley, N8II of Shepherdstown, West Virginia wrote on February
1:
"The solar indices have been remarkably very similar day to day in
January with K index seldom above 2, often 0 and SFI running 69-71.
There are other factors that influence signal strength on 80 meters
and even more so on 160 meters night to night.
"During the CQWW 160 Meter CW contest last weekend, I missed the
best hours to EU around EU sunrise the first night, but EU signals
did seem down considerably from 2300Z-0240Z when I operated and the
second night was even worse, about as poor as winter conditions ever
get to EU.
"There were quite loud west coast signals around sunrise Saturday
morning with two strong callers from VE7 (British Columbia) and a
good signal from KH7M in Hawaii.
"The second night ZC4A, UK Sovereign Base Areas on Cypress, was
calling CQ on my run frequency and I could not hear them at all, on
a few USA calling ZC4A. Sunday night after the contest ended ZC4A
was 579!
"But, it was not until several nights later that I was able to
complete a QSO on their last night of operation. I also worked them
on 80 meters both modes, 40 meters both modes on January 26 (not
very loud when worked there) and on 30 meters CW where they were
barely readable at 0541Z.
"Signals on 80 meters were quite a bit louder than the other bands.
40 meters seems to be improving to EU with some southern EU stations
still having decent signals well into our evening.
"I have added quite a few band countries on the low bands lately
(log started Jan 2017). And on the 26th on 80 meters CW I worked
TG9ADM Guatemala, CP4BT Bolivia (quite rare), and less rare but more
distant RI50ANO on the South Shetland Islands off of Antarctica.

"I also have logged Alex, RI50ANO on 40 meters phone and CW. By far
the hardest to work DX recently was last night February 1 working
UN9L Kazakhstan on 80 meters CW. He was weak but readable and heard
me right away, but it took several tries to get my call through.
"Over the last two months I have checked DX cluster 80 meters spots
on him, only to hear nothing. The slightly increased daylight near
the North Pole seems to be improving conditions as of about Jan 20.
15 meters has been pretty close to dead even to Africa many days,
but today C81G off the coast of Mozambique was worked on 15 CW and
EA6VQ Balearic Islands was S9+ there from 1615-1650Z. Even 17 meters
is closed or very marginal to EU many days due to the low solar
flux.
"The big DXCC news is the addition of Kosovo (Z6) to the DXCC list
effective January 21st. The Z60A club station has a good signal on
20 meters every day and they have worked the west coast there and on
40 meters. I logged them easily on the 21st on 20 CW, not a very
large pile up, and also later on 20 SSB and 80 meters CW. They seem
to have a high noise level on the low bands."
David Moore sent this link about stellar magnetism:
http://bit.ly/2DV4Abz
If you would like to make a comment or have a tip for our readers,
email the author at, k7ra@arrl.net .
For more information concerning radio propagation, see the ARRL
Technical Information Service web page at,
http://arrl.org/propagation-of-rf-signals. For an explanation of
numbers used in this bulletin, see
http://arrl.org/the-sun-the-earth-the-ionosphere.

Preview YouTube video Solar Storm Fizzle Suddenly Strengthens: Solar Storm Forecast Shortie
01-25-2018Solar Storm Fizzle Suddenly Strengthens: Solar Storm Forecast Shortie 01-25-2018

From  Jim N6TP

A Look Back in Time

 art 1
P
This year marks the 78 anniversary of the “Battle of Britain.” The battle is one of the important
turning points of World War 2. Because Britain did not lose the battle, she was able to carry on
until help arrived from the Soviet Union and the United States as they entered the war in 1941.
th

The Chain Home Radar System was a key component of Britain’s Air Defense Command and
Control System during the battle.. It provided advance warning of incoming raids by the German
Luftwaffe. I will leave the actual combat engagements and decisions made by the combatants, to
the many books on the subject. The Chain Home Radar System allowed the best allocation of
Britain’s Fighter Commands Resources. This little article will explore a few of the technical
aspects of the Chain Home Radar System
Initial planning for the Chain Home Radar System began in early 1935 and finalized in late
1935. It therefore used the electronic technology of that period. A comparison of the Chain
Homes System to what we would call the conventional radar system would show that the Chain
Home System used an entirely different technology. However the results were the same.
A conventional radar has a highly directive antenna with pulse transmissions to measure the
range and direction of the target. The Chain Home System operated in the 20 to 30 MHz HF
spectrum using high power (350 KW later 750 KW) and with 6 dB gain wire dipole antennas
with a 60 to 100 degree beam width pattern. The transmit antenna array was suspended between
two steel towers. The receive antennas were on wooden towers some distance away from the
transmit antenna site. The receiver setup used crossed dipoles and a goniometer to provide radio
direction finding capability (RDF). The receiver site would use the goniometer to change the
phase of the crossed dipoles to either maximize the return echo or to minimize the return. The
goniometer was mounted in an operators receive position. The goniometer was calibrated in
degrees to give a bearing to the target. In other words the transmitter site put out a wide flood of
HF energy and the receiver site “RDFed” the return echo. The highly skilled operator (YL)
would pull out the echoes on the Y axis from the “grass” along the base line X axis of the scope.
By the end of the war there were 50 chain home sites located around the east and west coasts of
Great Britain. 20 of the stations were on the east coast facing continental Europe.

Here comes a clever bit. With 20 stations transmitting 24 hours a day, why did they not interfere
with each other? Much of the coverage overlapped. Each station was allocated a time slot based
on the 50 Hz power grid across Britain. That is the reason for the 25 pulse per second rate. The
transmitted pulse was 20 microseconds long. This is sort of a time division multiplex systerm.
My article just touches the highlights of the Chain Home Radar. There is much source material
available in books and the Internet. A recommended read would be a book called “The
Invention That Changed The World” by Robert Buderi. It goes into detail on radar development
before, during the war and after. It is available from Amazon.com.

A Look Back In Time
Part 2
Our last issue talked about how “simple HF radar” could be used to locate incoming raids by the
Luftwaffe.
We need to recall that by 1940 several other nations had more advanced radar technology than
Britain used with the Chain Home HF system. This included Germany and the United States.
The innovation was integrating the Chain Home information into an Aircraft Command and
Warning (ACW) network. Then to use the ACW information to the best advantage of the RAF’s
limited fighter resources.
THE ACW network used two sources of information; Chain Home Radar target bearing and
distance and observations from the Volunteer Observer Corp. Since the Chain Home Radar faced
the continent, the Observer Corp reported aircraft sightings inland.
This information fed into a “Filter Room” which took the Chain Home information from two or
stations spotting the same target. It used a method called “range cuts” to provide more accurate
positions. The output plots from the Filter Room plus the Observer Corp sightings went to the
Fighter Command Headquarters and to the Fighter Command Group and Sector Headquarters. In
other words any unit that needed the information from the Filter Room had the same information
in their individual plotting table.
You may have seen the plotting tables displayed in movies and documentaries. It contained
more information than what the casual observer might see. You would have noticed the
“Women’s Auxiliary Air Force” (WAAF) with headsets pushing the around the various markers
on the plotting table. The markers contained estimated height and, quantity of the aircraft.

73 Jim N6TP

DX

News

FEBRUARY 3 @ 21:30z — During the last 72 hours we continued to
experience the high winds, low clouds, fog, and rough seas that have
prevented helicopter operations since our arrival at Bouvet. No
improvement was predicted in the weather forecast for the next four
days.

Then, last night an issue developed in one of the ship’s engines.

This morning the captain of the vessel declared it unsafe to continue
with our project and aborted the expedition. We are now on our long
voyage back to Punta Arenas.

As you might imagine the team is deeply disappointed, but safe.

There is already talk about rescheduling the DXpedition. [Co-leaders
K0IR, K4UEE, LA6VM]

FEBRUARY 5 @ 0900z — Our captain has decided that it is in the best
interest of safety and expediency to proceed directly to Cape Town,
South Africa rather than Punta Arenas, Chile. We are currently heading
north to avoid the possibility of encountering ice. Currently there is no

ice in sight or on radar. In due time we will head easterly toward Cape
Town. Our entire team is safe. Most are resting in their bunks and in
good spirits. We will keep the amateur radio community and our
families informed as we continue our journey.

VP2MKG Montserrat Island
George, K5KG will be active as VP2MKG from Montserrat Island, IOTA NA - 103, 14 - 27
February 2018. Recent DX Spots VP2MKG QSL via K5KG, LOTW. Ads for direct QSL:
GEORGE I WAGNER, 5113 HIGEL AVE, SARASOTA, FL, 34242, USA.

H44MS Solomon Islands
Bernhard, DL2GAC will be again active as H44MS, from Malaita Island, IOTA OC - 047,
Solomon Islands, until 2 May 2018. He will be operate on 160 - 6m SSB. Recent DX Spots
H44MS QSL via home call. Ads for direct QSL:Bernhard M. Stefan, Moeggenweilerstr. 18,
88677 Markdorf, Germany.

H44MS

News 24 February 2016 H44MS will be active in CQ WW

160m Contest 26 - 28 February 2016.He is planning to use K3 transceiver with 1,3K - FA
amplifier and operate from hilltop location about 450m away from Pacific Ocean.

XV9DLH Phu Quoc Island
Radio Amateurs members of Lufthansa Amateur Radio Club will be active as XV9DLH, from
Phu Quoc Island, IOTA AS - 128, starting 24 February 2018. Team - Bernhard, DK7TF and
Jurgen, DH6ICE. Recent DX Spots XV9DLH They will operate on HF Bands. QSL via
DK8ZZ.Ads for direct QSL: Zrinko Zibert, Rothweg 1, 55494, Erbach, Germany.



What’s up with the Buro?

Well, it’s not ever easy to figure out. In 2016 the ARRL Outgoing Bureau again imposed another
price increase. In case you didn’t notice, the QSL card rate has now gone up from .75 an ounce
to $1.15 an ounce. Now they have also added a separate submittal fee of $7.00. I know
everything keeps costing more. But what does this mean for the club members? It means your
club membership has become even more valuable. The club will absorb this increase at no
penalty to you. In the past QSL Cards have been submitted at the end of each monthly club
meeting. The number of cards varied from a few to many. Almost always the postage was the
same only the card weight varied.
The Board of Directors reviewed past submittals and have wisely decided it is more reasonable
to submit only Quarterly. That makes it very simple. So henceforth that is how this good club
benefit will be carried out. Very easy to remember. Please continue to alphabetize the cards by
country. If the call sign is unusual or for a special event be sure to indicate that on the card.
So GUD DX es 73………………….Dick, W6KM

Fellow DX’ ersNCDXC Dues
Are your dues paid through 2018? Don’t know? Check the roster for your dues status.
It can be found at http://www.ncdxc.org/members-only/roster.php. Your personal
password is required.
Don’t know your password? Send an email to NeedPassword@ncdxc.org
including your name and call. You will receive a reply with your password.
For those who have not, it is that me of year, me to renew your membership in the
Northern California DX Club.
Each year memberships that are paid annually expire on June 30. There is a window
from June 30 through October 31 for renewals so there is me but don’t put it off. Again
this coming year there are many good programs lined up including the club’s picnic in
July. Many membership benefits are in store for us next year. Also your dues help the
club provide financial support for DXpeditions.
Dues remain unchanged and vary depending upon your membership class. For Regular
Members it is $24, for Associate Members $16 and for a Family Member $15. Associate
class is for those who live outside the club’s region. The region is defined as anywhere
in California north of the south side of Bakersfield (35 degrees North Latitude).
The fastest and easiest way to pay dues is to go to the club’s website and click on Pay
Dues. Scroll down to the PayPal and credit card logos. Click on the logo. Or go to:
http://www.ncdxc.org/pages/paydues.html directly.
Using PayPal is fast, convenient and limits the treasurer’s need to go to the bank. But if
you prefer writing a check, please do so making it payable to NCDXC and mail it to:
Northern California DX Club P.O. Box
2766 Cupertino, CA 95015

For Sale and Wanted
Item for sale:
SteppIR Monster 40 to 10 meters, full size 3 elements on 40 & 30 meters, 4 elements on 20 to
10 meters, 6 elements on 6 meters. 34 foot boom, weight about 200 pounds.
This antenna is on the ground being stored in a garage near Denver Co. For pick up only. Call
Mike W6QUV at 720-596-4239, or Email to mikecozz@ comcast.net.
This is a KB antenna that has worked over 300 countries on 40 meters. $3200
Thanks, Russ K6KLY
Wanted:
Rohn 25 - 3 to 4 10 foot sections, base plate, rotor plate etc
Or
Used 30-40 foot tower can be lightweight.Going to mount 6M antenna on either of these QRZ
address is good
Robert T. Devine, KC6AWX
Manager, ARRL 6th District Incoming QSL Bureau
Item for sale:
Tokyo Hy-Power HL-1.5KFX works great, non-smoking shack. 1000 watts, instant on. Band
auto sync for most modern rigs. Check around the web for pricing, then make an offer.No
reasonable offer refused.
Dave Gomberg, NE5EE
Items For Sale
ICOM IC-756PROIII with the factory PS-125 power supply, Manual, and a Pelican model 1950 case with
wheels. It looks like new and I’m a non-smoker. There is some history with this radio. This radio went
to Kure Island, K7C, with Bob, KK6EK, and Garry, NI6T. I purchased it from Bob after the DXpedition and
he was kind enough to include the nice heavy duty case. The radio and power supply fans have been
replaced and the radio has some factory installed upgraded boards. I live near Grass Valley, north of
Auburn (Hwy 80/49) and can deliver it locally or around the Sacramento area. I really do not want to
ship it. Asking $1,000.00
Call or email if you need additional information.
Thank you,
Bill Maurer
WB6JJJ
530-273-0256

Item for Sale:
Home brew manual antenna tuner. Series C, Shunt L, Series C. Both Capacitors are Jennings
ceramic vacuum variable capacitors. One is 1000pF at 5kV, the other is 750 pF at 5 kV. The
inductor is a 28uH edge wound roller coil. Nicely built in a 4X13X17" chassis with 51/4" rack
panel. Tuner contains three turns counters, three spdt vacuum relays and a ferrite balun. One
coaxial input, two coaxial outputs and one balanced line output. Good for at least 2000 watts
1.8-30MHz. Works great! $500 Brand spanking new Bencher BY2 chrome based paddle.
Currently retails for $210 but I will take $100 Bill Orr's (W6SAI) Millen Grip Dip Meter with all
coils and plastic case. Bill used this very grid dipper to tune many of the antennas and amplifiers
he wrote so eloquently about. $75 Eimac 4-PR1000B in Eimac box. Clear glass and very low if
any hours in operation. The 4-PR1000B is a pulse rated (higher plate voltage rating)
4-1000A. $100 Pickup at my QTH in Los Altos. 650-941-7426 jeisenb558@aol.com
Thanks, John K6YP
Item for sale:
I have a Collins 30L-1 Amp I would like to sell... It is my backup amp and was
completely overhauled by Bill Sallee, K6TWO in 2012... It's a winged emblem, wired for
120 V, has an N type antenna jack on the rear panel and comes with the original Owners
Manual.... Serial # is 29586... I'm asking $895, OBO... Pictures available on request.
I am also looking for a TRX-80 Tower Raising fixture if anyone has one to depart with...
Contact info is: W6YD@aol.com or 209-827-6858.
Thanks, George - W6YD
Item for sale:
Butternut Vertical. All band HF9V. Assembled but new/never up. $605 new-- asking $350.
GRK radial kit $110 new. Asking $105. In Los Altos, Larry w6od

Item for sale:
Ameritron AL-82 160 thru 10 mtr amplifier (has WARC Bands) This amp was a backup amp to
my ACOM 2000 amps at the NX6T ham shack and seldom used in contest mode.The AL-82
employs a pair of "Instant On" 3-500Z tubes and the beefy 3.3kV Power Supply employs a Peter
Dahl transformer. This amp will put out 1.5 kW, unlike many under-powered 3-500Z amps. I
will also include a spare set of 3-500Z tubes that have full output. Physical condition very good.
Pickup in Fallbrook preferred or I can bring to serious buyers in San Diego area ( needs 220
VAC ) I may be driving to San Jose the end of July but local San Diego area buyers will have
preference.Shipping might be considered (expensive !) if I personally know the buyer.$1500
73, Dennis N6KI

DX Ladder
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